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TOEIC LESSON MANAGEMENT 

(25- minute lesson) 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  

A. Orient student on what he/she will do in each 
type of test. Do this only on chapter 1.For 
the remaining chapters; you don’t have to 
do the orientation.  

B. Student must type his/her answer on the 
Skype chat box.  

 

PART V: MISSING WORDS 

A. Tell student that this part of test is like a 

grammar test.  

B. They will fill in some missing words either in 

the form of the different parts of speech.  

C. Process student’s answer one at a time.  

D. If student commits mistake, make him/ her 

understand why his choice is not the correct 

answer. 
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PART 5 MISSING WORDS 
 

1. With the successful launch of the new satellite, the company can offer space-
based ground imaging with one meter _____. 

A) resolution 
B) resolute 
C) revolution 
D) resolving 

2. We have done this play many times in different towns but your ....... has been 
the greatest so far. 

A) appointment  
B) application  
C) apposition  
D) applause  

3. The camera is _____ quite expensive, carrying a price tag of over $2,000. 

A) notorious 
B) reportedly 
C) reported 
D) looked to 

4. There are many stories of inventors or writers who can not _____ a 
manufacturer or publisher, yet eventually make it big. 

A) ascertain 
B) notice 
C) catch 
D) find 

5. The management of City Cable is _______ sorry for the interruption of 
services on Saturday.  

A) quickly 
B) glady 
C) deeply  
D) lately 
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6. The software she _________ at the trade fair last week did not come with a 
manual.  

A) purchase 
B) purchasing  
C) purchases 
D) purchased 

7. In case of computer failure or malfunction, please ______ to the technical 
manual for assistance.  

A) inquire  
B) browse 
C) check 
D) refer 

8. The new on-line ordering system has proven to be more ------ among the 
company's younger customers.  

A) productive 
B) popular 
C) famous 
D) modern 

9. Cyber Technologies decided to ------ its new computer game in time for the 
holidays.  

A) detect  
B) permit 
C) launch 
D) respond 

10. The on-line ------ of The Daily Post is scheduled to debut before the end of 
the year.  

A) binding 
B) model 
C) addition 
D) edition 
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11. Martin Communications has tendered an offer to ------ with Metro 
Broadband.  

A) dissolve 
B) contract 
C) merge 
D) complete 

12. Due to a rise in deficit spending, the government has decreased ------ for 
space exploration.  

A) revenue 
B) funding 
C) shares 
D) profit 

13. Databases can ______ as a valuable marketing tool. 

A) serve 
B) use 
C) be 
D) regard 

14. The computer system has a ______ that the technicians cannot solve. 

A) persistent 
B) persistence 
C) persist 
D) persisted 

15. Sending e-mail messages by computer is ______ than sending letters by 
regular surface mail. 

A) cheapest 
B) more cheap 
C) cheaper 
D) more cheaper 

16. Because of their convenience, cellular phones and other portable phones 
have become _______ 

A) widespread 
B) widened 
C) widely 
D) wide 
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17. Remote access is a ______ feature for new computer 

A) critique 
B) critical 
C) critic 
D) criticize 

18. ______ a fire, use the stairway, not the elevator. 

A) Should In case of 
B) In spite of 
C) In case of 
D) Unless 

19. ______ kinds of monitors have not brought as much success to the 
manufacturer as had originally been predicted. 

A) That 
B) Those 
C) This 
D) Its 

 
20. Photography changed dramatically __________ introduced instant pictures. 
A) when Polaroid 
B) Polaroid 
C) when was 
D) it when Polaroid 
 
 
 


